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I.

Introduction
The Proposed Decision in this proceeding would grant a Certificate of Public

Convenience and Necessity (“CPCN”) to the Monterey Peninsula Water Supply Project
as proposed by the applicant, California-American Water Company. The Monterey
Peninsula faces real water-supply challenges. In allowing the Monterey Peninsula Water
Supply Project’s desalination plant to go forward, however, the Proposed Decision
(“PD”) would impose on the Peninsula, its environment, and the ratepayers, a project that
would cause more problems than it solves. Other solutions, more carefully tailored to the
Peninsula’s needs, are available to this Commission. The PD disregards these more
effective water-supply solutions because it accepts the applicant’s claims regarding how
much water the Peninsula needs and how much water is available. In doing so, the PD
misapplies the applicant’s burden of proof and misapprehends the factual record.
Intervenors broadly acknowledge that some form of MPWSP is needed. Pursuant
to the 2013 Comprehensive Settlement Agreement, LandWatch Monterey County
(“LandWatch”) and the Surfrider Foundation (“Surfrider”) have agreed that desalination
may be a part of the supply portfolio. Contrary to the PD, however, the facts in the record
show that the Commission’s approval of the desalination facility should be conditioned
on demonstrated necessity. The desalination plant should be approved only if the
Commission determines that the Pure Water Monterey groundwater replenishment
project will not meet the region’s needs.

1

II.

The PD Erroneously Accepts the Applicant’s Overestimate of Future Water
Demand.
For nearly four years, demand in California-American Water’s Monterey service

area has hovered around 9,500 acre-feet per year (afy). The PD would grant a CPCN
based on a conclusion that the Monterey service area will require roughly 50% more
water, or 14,000 afy, at some undetermined point in the future. 1 This conclusion simply
accepts California-American Water’s (“Cal-Am”) demand estimates. Cal-Am, however,
has not proved that these estimates are reasonable. Other parties, by contrast, have
offered the Commission much lower demand estimates with real evidentiary support.
The PD correctly states that the applicant bears the burden of “affirmatively
establishing the reasonableness of its projections of supply and demand.” 2 But it
repeatedly fails to apply that principal. The PD instead accepts Cal-Am’s assertions of
supply and demand regardless of whether credible or admissible evidence underlies these
conclusions. At the same time, the PD places the burden on intervenors by using the
applicant’s unsupported assertions as a baseline and requiring intervenors to prove that
applicant is wrong. If intervenors’ arguments do not “reduce” Cal-Am’s projections, the
PD reasons that Cal-Am’s conclusions should carry the day. 3
This is legal error. Intervenors have set out to prove other estimates of supply and
demand, but only Cal-Am has an affirmative burden. If Cal-Am cannot show by a
1

PD at 39, 42.

PD at 19 fn 29, citing In the Matter of the Application of California Water Company (2003)
D.03-09-021, at 17.
2

E.g., PD at 28 (“Monterey Peninsula Water Management District argues to reduce the
hospitality industry economic recovery addition . . . “), 30 (“Surfrider recommends reducing the
additional demand allocated to Pebble Beach . . .”).
3
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preponderance of the evidence that its supply and demand projections are reasonable,
then the Commission cannot grant the requested CPCN, regardless of whether other
parties have proved their alternative projections.
As explained further in Surfrider and LandWatch’s respective briefs and in these
comments, Cal-Am has not carried its burden. The PD erred on the facts and the law in
granting the CPCN.
The parties generally agree that the Commission should take action to address the
water needs on the Monterey Peninsula. In the absence of evidence establishing the
reasonableness of Cal-Am’s estimates of supply and demand, the PD should have looked
to other, competent evidence in the record. This evidence shows that future demand will
be much lower than Cal-Am claims. It further shows that the appropriate response to the
Peninsula’s water needs is a conditional CPCN, granting the applicant authority to move
forward with MPWSP only if Pure Water Monterey, a superior source, proves
inadequate.
A.

By Erroneously Accepting Cal-Am’s Estimate, the PD Overstates
Demand in Every Category.

The PD’s demand projection is built of four components of estimated demand:
existing customers (12,000 afy), new connections to “lots of record” (1,180 afy), demand
from Pebble Beach development (325 afy), and tourism bounce back (500 afy). 4 None of
the PD’s demand projections is supported by the preponderance of evidence.

4

PD at 50.

3

1.

Future Demand From Existing Customers
a.

Cal-Am’s Unsupported Estimate.

Cal-Am estimates that today’s existing customers will use 30% more water in
2021 than they did just five years prior. In 2016, the last year for which the record
contains complete data customers used 9,285 acre-feet, 5 and Cal-Am estimates that this
same customer base—not including any new connections—will use roughly 12,000 acrefeet just 3 years from now. 6 This is an astonishing assertion, which the PD accepts. 7
According to Cal-Am and the PD, the people and businesses of the Monterey Peninsula
will discard years of conservation and cost savings in favor of profligacy and waste.
Initially, Cal-Am includes in its calculation of existing customer demand the
potential for substantial future growth in demand. The PD recognizes that using a
baseline 12,000 afy demand number would allow for an increase in tourism activity and
general growth on the Monterey Peninsula. 8 In the PD’s calculation, the 12,000 afy
intended for existing customers also includes new customers that development and
tourism growth have produced. At the same time, the PD embraces Cal-Am’s addition of
further growth categories for growth in the tourism industry and for development—i.e.,
new customers-- on top of demand from existing customers. The PD counts the same
growth twice, substantially overestimating demand from existing customers. 9
5

SF-12 at 4 (Minton); see also https://www.watersupplyproject.org/system-delivery.

6

CA-51 at 9 (Crooks).

7

PD at 152.

8

PD at 44-45.

Demand has been less than 12,000 afy for nearly seven years. See CA-51 (Crooks) at 9;
https://www.watersupplyproject.org/system-delivery.
9
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Moreover, the PD fails to apply the standard of proof with regard to Cal-Am’s
method of estimating demand growth from existing customers. Cal-Am created two
annual averages using two different methods, and then averaged those two averages. 10
The PD justifies this method without explaining how evidence in the record supports its
reasonableness:
While the averaging of the two methods used by Cal-Am to
project demand for existing customers is somewhat
complicated, the Commission finds that both methods provide
reasonable results and that the average is a reasonable figure
to use for forecasting demand for existing customers. Cal-Am
has met its burden of proof in that its forecast of demand,
when weighed with those opposed to it, has more convincing
force and the greater probability of truth. Cal-Am
appropriately considers the maximum demand year, 2012,
closest to the anticipated in-service year of 2021. It also
considered the Urban Water Management Plan projection
methods to forecast water use reduction targets. Both methods
have merit given how water use fluctuates over the course of
a day, month, season, and year. 11
The record does not show that this method is a reasonable way to project how
much water existing customers will use in the future. The evidence, rather, shows that
this method is unprecedented and unsupported. Testimony from water professionals
unaffiliated with the applicant shows that using a simple shorter-term average captures
actual use and trends. 12

10

CA-51 (Crooks) at 11-13.

11

PD at 43.

SF-12 at 1-2, 9 (Minton) (water planning expert testifying that he had “never encountered a
averaging approach to generate demand projections”).
12
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In contrast, the PD places the burden of proof on intervenors, asking for a “robust
showing” in support of each intervenor’s methodology where no such showing is
demanded of Cal-Am. 13 But it is Cal-Am that must show that the evidence for its method
outweighs the countervailing evidence. Other than Cal-Am’s own assertions, there is no
evidence supporting the effectiveness or reasonableness of Cal-Am’s average-ofaverages. The PD errs in accepting that method’s results.
Cal-Am’s method obscures the effects of recent increases in conservation. Cal-Am
believes, and the PD accepts, that customers will soon start using more water than they
have in recent years. This is contrary to the evidence. Many conservation measures are
permanent, and water rates will rise as Cal-Am passes the costs of the MPWSP to
ratepayers. 14
These uncontested facts support continued low demand. Against these facts, CalAm offers nothing. The applicant has not carried its burden and the PD therefore errs in
accepting its demand projections as reasonable.
b.

Intervenor’s Reasonable Estimate.

By contrast, Surfrider’s proposal that future demand should be estimated with the
average of the most recent five years is proper because, as MPWMD’s General Manager
David Stoldt concluded, use of older demand data would not reflect the effect of
“systematic implementation of the District’s permanent conservation measures, coupled

13

PD at 52.

See SF-15 (Monterey Peninsula Water Management District graphic depicting declining
demand and thirteen separate conservation programs that created permanent conservation in the last two
decades); see also Section II.A.1.b immediately below.
14
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with steep increases in customer water bills.” 15 Those conservation measures are
permanent and additional measures are planned. 16 Contrary to the PD’s suggestion, 17 the
five-year average is not artificially depressed by the drought, because neither 2016 nor
2017 were drought years, and these years were still the lowest demand years in the
record. 18
The trend of diminishing annual demand also reflects the increased price of water.
Substantial water price increases for the Peninsula have in fact been correlated with
decreased demand. 19 Notably, water prices will further increase substantially with the
construction of the desalination facility. 20
The PD persistently fails to recognize that water on the Peninsula will be vastly
more, not less, expensive if the MPWSP is built as proposed. Regardless of any changes
to rate structures, water rates will increase. 21 Thus, Cal-Am’s proposal to change its tiers
and thus reduce the pressure to conserve (i.e., encourage customers to waste more water)
cannot work. Water rates are going to increase as the huge cost of the desalination plant
is passed on to ratepayers. The pressure to conserve will only increase. This simple fact
contradicts the PD’s finding that existing customers will soon begin to use more water,
15

WD-15 (Stoldt) at 10.

WD-15 (Stoldt) at 9; Reporter’s Transcript Volume 24 (“24 RT”) at 4160:5-4161:8; 4162:1-6
(describing conservation measures); SF-15 (listing conservation measures).
16

17

PD at 43.

18

SF-12 (Minton) at 9-10; WD-12 (Stoldt) at 10.

19

MNA-2 (House) at 3-6; WD-15 (Stoldt) at 9.

The MPWSP’s extreme cost is projected to increase average water bills by 75% above current
levels (which are already among the highest in the country). MNA-2 at 5-6 (House).
20

21

Id.
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thus reversing their years of conservation. 22 Moreover, endorsing Cal-Am’s undefined
proposal to revise rates at some point in the future so that they no longer encourage
conservation would contradict this Commission’s “long-standing policy supporting
reduced water consumption” through conservation. 23
2.

Lots of Record
a.

Cal-Am’s Unsupported Estimate.

The PD fails to hold Cal-Am to its burden regarding future demand from lots of
record (essentially, undeveloped properties that Cal-Am is obligated to provide with
water service if they are devleoped in the future). Cal-Am asserts that these lots will
generate 1,180 afy in demand. 24 The PD accepts this assertion, finding that “the
assumptions Cal-Am has made for development of the lots of record . . . are reasonable
because growth will occur [and] development is halted pending adequate water. . . .” 25
The only evidence in the record supporting these assumptions are oral testimony and a
document, each describing the results of a previous study. 26 As ALJ Minkin noted, the
document that purportedly establishes the demand from lots of record is not in
evidence. 27

22

PD at 44.

D.09-07-021 at 17; see also D.16-12-003 at 42, fn. 48 (Commission declining to adopt a
proposal for Monterey rates that “may reduce the conservation signal in price-based volumetric rates”).
23

24

PD at 24 fn.40, citing Exhibit CA-51 at 10-14.

25

PD at 45.

26

13 RT at 2172:7-13 (WD, Stoldt); Exhibit WD-3.

27

13 RT at 2171:22-27.
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The applicant’s projection of demand from lots of record thus rests solely on
hearsay: it is “evidence of a statement that was made other than by a witness while
testifying at the hearing and that is offered to prove the truth of the matter stated.” 28 As a
matter of law, such hearsay cannot carry an applicant’s burden before this Commission. 29
The Court of Appeal has held that hearsay “cannot be the basis for an evidentiary finding
without corroboration where the truth of the out-of-court statements is at issue.” 30 The
record includes no independent corroboration of the demand from lots of record, only
repetition of the hearsay.
The PD makes an error of law when it credits Cal-Am’s estimate of demand from
lots of record.
b.

Intervenors’ Reasonable Estimate

Because its claim rests entirely on hearsay, Cal-Am has failed to establish any
demand from lots of record. Surfrider acknowledges that some portion of these lots are in
fact likely to be developed and require water service in the future. Actual testimony in
this proceeding demonstrates that Cal-Am’s hearsay projection of demand, even if it were
properly before the Commission, is an overestimate, primarily because many of the lots
have already been devleoped during the 14 years between the compilation of the lot-of-

28

Evid. Code § 1200(a).

29

Utility Reform Network v. Public Utilities Commission (2014) 223 Cal.App.4th 945, 960-62.

Id. (quoting Investigation on the Commission’s Own Motion Into the Fitness of the Officers,
Directors, Owners and Affiliates of Clear World Communications Corporation, D.05-06-033 at 53, 2005
Cal. P.U.C. Lexis 221 at *81; see also Re Communication TeleSystems Internat. (1996) 66 Cal.P.U.C.2d
286, 292 fn. 8 (hearsay “may not be solely relied upon to support a finding”).
30

9

record data and the imposition of the present building moratorium. 31 These lots are
already using water. Their demand is included in the current-customer demand and
should not be added to future growth. Moreover, uncontested testimony established that
current water-use rates are much lower than those purportedly used to develop Cal-Am’s
lots of record projection. 32 As explained in Surfrider’s Phase 1 Opening Brief, 350 afy is
a reasonable projection of demand from future customers outside Pebble Beach and
includes a substantial buffer against uncertainty. Unlike the 1,180 afy estimate that the
PD erroneously accepts, the figure is based on testimony and evidence that was available
to the parties to the proceeding and subject to cross-examination. 33 As a matter of law,
such evidence carries more weight than the applicant’s hearsay.
3.

Pebble Beach

Uncontested evidence establishes that Cal-Am’s allocation of 325 afy to growth in
Pebble Beach double counts lots of record 34 and goes beyond what Pebble Beach itself
expects to use. 35 The PD offers no explanation of how Cal-Am could carry its burden in
the face of this evidence. In fact, the PD inappropriately places the burden on intervenors,
demanding of them “credible, reliable, and persuasive evidence that double counting
24 RT at 4164:23-4166:3, 168:21-4169:9 (WD, Stoldt); SF-17; see also Surfrider Foundation’s
Phase 1 Opening Brief at 16-18.
31

24 RT at 4166:28-4168:19 (WD, Stoldt) (“Q So in sum, does that mean that any new service
connection for a lot of record would require less water today than it was assumed in the 1998 to 2002
study? A Yes, likely.”).
32

See Surfrider Foundation’s Phase 1 Opening Brief at 19-21 (350 afy growth through 2035 is
based on doubling the historic rate of demand growth prior to the moratorium as identified by MPWMD).
33

24 RT at 4191:21-23 (“Pebble Beach build-out will occur primarily on already existing legal
lots of record”), 4206:11-20 (WD, Stoldt).
34

WD-15 (Stoldt) at 13 (2012 Pebble Beach EIR “envisioned only 147 AFY of water needs and
includes some facilities unlikely to be built in a decade or more, if at all”)
35

10

between the lots of records and Pebble Beach allocations has occurred.” 36 Cal-Am must
affirmatively prove that its estimates are reasonable. Repeating its estimates over the
years of this proceeding is not a substitute for providing actual evidence. 37 Cal-Am has
not carried its burden of proof and the PD errs in holding otherwise.
4.

Tourism Bounceback

The only evidence in the record supporting Cal-Am’s “tourism bounceback”
estimate of 500 afy is (1) a hearsay assertion in a consultant report that “[r]ecent
discussions in the region indicate that . . . tourism demand will increase approximately
500 AF” and (2) the bare assertion that the hospitality industry needs 500 afy, from a
witness who knew neither the hospitality industry’s current water use, nor its prerecession water use. 38 Again, this evidence cannot carry Cal-Am’s burden to establish the
reasonableness of its demand estimates.
The PD’s finding is largely based on the idea that the MPWSP would end or
reduce conservation, leaving the tourism sector free to be profligate with water: “there is
additional water demand that the hospitality industry will require when mandatory
conservation measures are removed.” 39 Even if this were a reasonable approach to water
use, it is contrary to basic economics. When Cal-Am passes the costs of the MPWSP to
ratepayers, including the tourism industry, rates will go up. The market will govern

36

PD at 56.

37

Cf. PD at 45 (“Over the course of this proceeding Cal-Am maintained its projections . . . .”).

38

23 RT at 3398:21-3899:13 (CPB, Narigi).

39

PD at 58.
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demand response to increased cost; there is no evidence in the record that the hospitality
industry will respond by using more water.
Moreover, with regard to post-recession increases in water use, credible evidence
shows that the industry has already substantially recovered. The Draft EIR/EIS states that
the Peninsula’s occupancy tax receipts are now higher than they were in 2008. 40 Other
evidence shows that County-level visitor-spending is at an all-time high. 41 The PD thus
erred in determining the preponderance of the evidence supported the reasonableness of
Cal-Am’s projection. In fact, no credible evidence supports the applicant and serious
evidence contradicts it.
III.

The PD’s Discussion of Maximum-Day and -Month Demand Is Irrelevant to
the Demand Issue and Contrary to the Weight of the Evidence.
Like Cal-Am and the parties, the PD’s demand discussion mainly focuses on

annual water demand requirements. In places, however, the PD suggests that a 6.4
million gallon per day (mgd) desalination plant is necessary to meet maximum-day and month demand in the Monterey district. 42 The record before the Commission does not
support this conclusion.
First, as early as 2013, Cal-Am admitted that maximum-day demand was
irrelevant to sizing the MPWSP because Cal-Am’s existing water assets were more-thansufficient to meet foreseeable maximum-day demand:

40

DEIR/EIS at 6-16.

41

MNA-2 (House) at 10-11.

42

PD at 47, 50-51, 58, 63.
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[M]aximum daily [de]mand I’m not as worried about. And
the main reason is we have all these assets now that have
been able to meet maximum daily demands. When we build
the new desal plant, they don’t go away. They are still there.
Can I pump from the Carmel River to meet maximum day?
Yes. I probably won’t have any impact. Can I pump from the
Seaside Basin one day for maximum day demand? Yes. We
have system storage. We have -- in the main part of the
system right now we have 15 million gallons of storage. . . .
We have never been worried about maximum day demands. 43
The record is devoid of evidence supporting the PD’s apparent conclusion that Cal-Am’s
existing water assets can no longer satisfy maximum-day demand. In fact, since 2013
Cal-Am has added another 3.1 mgd (3,500 afy) to its supply portfolio from the Pure
Water Monterey project 44 while customer demand has dropped nearly 20 percent. 45 This
record completely contradicts the PD’s suggestion that the MPWSP is needed to meet
maximum-day demands.
Second, the record also undercuts any conclusion that the MPWSP is necessary to
satisfy present or future maximum-month demand. Cal-Am is already able to moderate
variability in winter and summer supply and demand by using the Seaside Basin aquifer,
which has roughly 50,000 acre feet of storage capacity. 46 Because the majority of CalAm’s water sources (the Carmel River, ASR,) reach peak production during the winter
months, Cal-Am uses the Seaside Basin aquifer to hold excess winter supplies to deliver

43

13 RT at 2093:1-2094:6 (CA, Svindland) (emphasis added).

44

See D.16-09-021.

SF-12 at 4 (Minton); see also https://www.watersupplyproject.org/system-delivery (containing
most recent customer demand numbers).
45

46

24 RT at 4187:5-9 (WD, Stoldt).
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during peak months. 47 These aquifer reserves allow Cal-Am to meet maximum month
demands regardless of the season that the water is produced. 48
Recently-approved capital expenditures and Cal-Am’s existing water rights further
increase Cal-Am’s ability to meet peak month demand. When the Pure Water Monterey
project becomes operational next year, its water supply and new pump stations will only
increase Cal-Am’s aquifer storage capacity. The project will create a multi-month water
reserve in the aquifer before Cal-Am begins withdrawing water for customers’ use. 49 And
even if its Seaside Basin aquifer stores run low, Cal-Am’s water rights on the Carmel
River allow increased withdrawals to meet peak month demand. 50
Moreover, using any multi-year demand average to size Cal-Am’s water supply
automatically overestimates demand and furthers Cal-Am’s ability to meet maximummonth demand. For this reason, Cal-Am has understandably conceded that even a “fiveyear average allowed us to make the plant meet the maximum month demand.” 51
In sum, the record cannot support a finding that maximum-day or maximummonth demands require a desalination plant of any particular size, much less Cal-Am’s
proposed 6.4 mgd facility.
See D.16-09-021 at 3, fn. 1 (“The Monterey ASR project involves the injection of excess
Carmel River water into the Seaside Groundwater Basin for later extraction and use. Future water sources
for ASR may include the Pure Water Monterey Groundwater Replenishment Project and a desalination
plant.”).
47

48

24 RT at 4181:24-4182:16 (WD, Stoldt).

16 RT at 2653:14-28 (WD, Stoldt); see also 24 RT at 4182:27-4183:3 (“one of the [operating]
regimes . . . is to try to bank the Pure Water Monterey water from the winter months so it’s more available
in the summer months to reduce pumping on the river.”) (WD, Stoldt).
49

50

24 RT at 4181:12-18 (WD, Stoldt).

51

13 RT at 3086:19-22 (CA, Svindland).
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IV.

The PD Failed to Acknowledge the Clear Advantages of Pure Water
Monterey Expansion.
A.

An additional supply of 2,250 afy from Pure Water Monterey would
meet foreseeable demand through at least 2035.

As the PD acknowledges, there is a consensus that there is already a supply of
9,044 afy available to meet the terms of the CDO. 52 This includes the 3,500 afy supply
from the Pure Water Monterey facility approved in the Phase 2 proceedings. The
executive director of Monterey One Water (the project’s sponsor, formerly the Monterey
Peninsula Pollution Control Agency) testified that it is feasible to expand the Pure Water
Monterey facility to supply an additional 2,550 afy water by the end of 2020. 53 The
existing 9,044 supply plus this 2,250 afy expansion would provide 11,294 afy, well in
excess of the foreseeable demand of 10,635 through 2035. 54 Satisfying demand through
2035 would take care of at least half of the estimated 20-30 year life of the proposed
desalination plant. 55 And if demand continued to grow at historic rates from 2035 to
2050, it would still not exceed the available supply by 2050, i.e., through the proposed
life of the MPWSP. The proposed Pure Water Monterey expansion would make the
desalination plant unnecessary.

52

PD at 32.

53

26 RT at 4651:21-24 (PCA. Sciuto); PCA-7 (Sciuto).

Foreseeable demand of 10,635 afy represents the sum of future demand for existing customers
(10,085 afy, based on average use from the most recent 5 years of data), plus 200 afy for Pebble Beach
(rounding up the 147 afy identified as foreseeable demand in the Pebble Beach EIR), plus 350 afy for
growth in lots of record (based on doubling historic rate of growth prior to moratorium). See Surfrider
Foundation’s Phase 1 Opening Brief at 21.
54

55

PD at 134 (estimated life of project).
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B.

Water from the proposed 6.4 mgd desalination project would be at
least twice as expensive as water from a Pure Water Monterey
expansion.

The cost for the proposed desalination facility has escalated materially over the
course of these proceedings. For example, the cost cap in the 2013 Comprehensive
Settlement Agreement for the 6.4 mgd facility and the Cal-Am-only facilities totaled
$295 million. 56 The proposed cost cap on these facilities is now $329 million. 57 Cal-Am
now estimates the price per acre-foot for water delivered under the 6.4 mgd scenario
would be from $4,265 to $4,472. 58 The cost per acre-foot is likely to be much higher if
return water estimates are incorrect or if demand is less than Cal-Am has predicted. 59
Even if Cal-Am assumes some of the risk of price increases, the projected price per acrefoot of $4,265 to $4,472 is more than twice the $1,858 estimated cost per acre-foot for
water from a Pure Water Monterey expansion. 60
C.

The desalination facility presents substantial and unique risks, some of
which the PD does not address.

In addition to the risk that the price of water would exceed projections, the
desalination project is fraught with other risks. There is a substantial risk that demand
sufficient to justify the extraordinary fixed costs of the desalination facility would not
Comprehensive Settlement Agreement at 11, 13; There have been other material changes to the
project since the Comprehensive Settlement Agreement, which, as ORA argues, would result in
substantial and fundamental reallocation of risk. (ORA Opening Brief at 21.) The PD acknowledges that
the Comprehensive Settlement Agreement is outdated because it was based on 2013 conditions, and the
PD declines to adopt it in part for that reason. (PD at 80, 88-89.)
56

57

PD at 127, fn. 346.

58

PD at 113, fn. 308.

59

PD at 126.

60

PCA-7 (Sciuto) at 12.
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materialize, which would require much higher rates to spread the revenue requirements
over the customer demand. 61 While the PD purports to allocate some of these risks to
Cal-Am shareholders, there are some risks that it fails to address.
The PD acknowledges that mitigation may be required to address impacts to
groundwater users, and that mitigation may require substantial costs be incurred or
substantial payments to impaired users. 62 This risk of this mitigation measure should be
expressly allocated to Cal-Am shareholders in the ordering paragraphs.
The most significant risk is that the desalination facility is materially delayed or
halted entirely due to litigation over impacts to water rights and the sufficiency of the
EIR/EIS analysis of impacts to groundwater resources. There is ample evidence in the
record that the dispute over the project’s effects on groundwater resources and water
rights may not be resolved. In light of risk that litigation may stall or stop the desalination
project, it would only be prudent for the Commission to complete the review of the
proposed 2,250 afy Pure Water Monterey expansion, as the most promising alternative
supply in case it is needed.
V.

A Conditional CPCN Would Provide for the Peninsula’s Water Needs
Without Unnecessary Burden to the Ratepayers or the Environment.
The Commission in this proceeding finds itself situated between two sets of risks.

On one side is the risk that the Monterey Peninsula cannot meet its water needs once CalAm ceases its excess use of Carmel River water. On the other side are the risks that CalAm’s proposed replacement, the desalination plant, will be delayed by litigation and will
61

PD at 135.

62

PD, App. D, pp. D-13 to D-15.
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be overbuilt with capacity far beyond future demand, thus imposing unnecessary and
unfair costs on ratepayers 63 and avoidable impacts on the environment 64.
The route out of this conundrum is clear: a conditional approval allowing for Pure
Water Monterey to makes its case. The Commission should order a Phase 3 in this
proceeding, which would examine the ability of an expanded Pure Water Monterey to
meet the region’s water needs and consider approval of water purchase agreement
between Cal-Am and Monterey One Water. At the same time, the Commission should
grant a conditional CPCN for the proposed MPWSP; that CPCN would become effective
only if Phase 3 closes without provision for the purchase and use of water from the
expansion. 65 If that condition were met, the MPWSP could go forward with the CPCN.
This approach protects the public from both sets of risks and keeps the Peninsula’s water
supply moving forward.
VI.

Conclusion
For the reasons state above, Surfrider and LandWatch respectfully request that PD

be revised to condition approval of the MPWSP on completion of Phase 3 of this
proceeding, which would consider the ability of a Pure Water Monterey expansion to
meet the region’s foreseeable water needs, and to allow the desalination portion of the
MPWSP to go forward only if Phase 3 determines that Pure Water Monterey cannot meet
those needs.
63

See PD at 113.

See FEIR/EIS 5.5-60 through 5.5-81 (describing environmental impacts of Alternative 5a, the
version of the MPWSP now before the Commission).
64

The attached appendix, with proposed revisions to the PD, incldues language for this
conditional approval.
65
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DATED: September 4, 2018

SHUTE, MIHALY & WEINBERGER LLP

By: /s/ Gabriel M.B. Ross
GABRIEL M.B. ROSS
Attorneys for Surfrider Foundation
DATED: September 4, 2018

M.R. WOLFE & ASSOCIATES, P.C.

By: /s/ John H. Farrow
JOHN H. FARROW
Attorneys for LandWatch Monterey County
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